Adaptive 3.0 is live:
A wealth of resources are on the UVAFinance webpage, and training resources are on the Workday Financials Training page (under Budget/Adaptive). Now that the version of Adaptive that interacts with Workday Financials is live, there are few important reminders to consider available here.

Finance Security Roles: To request access to a role in Workday, just log into Workday and choose the "System Access Requests" application. See a listing of the Finance Security Roles and the training required/recommended for each: visit the Finance Security Roles & Training List found here.

New Training Resources: With Workday Financials going live, the training team is updating training materials daily. Demo videos have been created and Course Slides and QRGs are updated for users. The materials can be accessed here.

Welcome to Adoption!
Adoption after a change is expected to take anywhere from 3-6 months to reach a competence state for individuals. This is common in all large-scale transformation initiatives. How quickly one advances through the change journey is in large part based on actions taken. Read more about the adoption phase here.

Other updates
Vendor Invoice/Payment Status, Account Certification, and News Ticker and System Issues on UVAFinance Website

WFST
Multitaskers rejoice! Listen to our biweekly FST update.

AskFinance
Our Finance Solutions Center is ready to assist you so please reach out to askfinance@virginia.edu or (434) 924-3400.